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QUESTION 1

How do you configure a Time Calculation Rule (TCR) formula and template to enable the TCR rule to display process
results and a validation message from the same rule? 

A. Define the TCR formula to call a Time Entry Rule (TER) formula and pass TER formula results to the TCR formula.
Define a new TCR template to display the process and message results on the Output train stop. 

B. Define a TER formula to call a TCR formula within the same TER formula. Define in a new TER template to enable
the TER. Use the TER template to pass the process results and message back to a new TCR Template on the Outputs
train stop. 

C. Define both a new TER and new TCR formula and TCR and TER templates. The TCR template defines the process
results, the TER defines the validation message. Assign the TCR and TER using appropriate rule sets and time
processing profiles. 

D. Define both a new TER and new TCR formula and TCR and TER templates. The TCR template defines a new input
parameter to select the TER template, and then defines a TCR rule to display process and message results. 

E. Define a new TCR formula that calls a WFM validation utility formula within the TCR formula. Create a new TCR
template to process time card results and pass back both TCR results and a validation message to the time card. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

How do you configure a time submission rule set used with time devices? 

A. Every time you create a time submission rule, the save action also creates a corresponding rule set. 

B. Use the time device import process to add time submission rules to the rule set. 

C. Every time you associate a time submission rule with the processing profile, the add action creates a corresponding
rule set. 

D. Manage Time Submission Rule Set and add the submission rules to the set. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/farel12/globalcs_gs/FAITL/FAITL2021781.htm#FAITL1788995 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two capabilities are defined for workers in the Time Entry Profiles in Time and Labor? 

A. rules for time card actions that control when workers can enter, update, and delete their time 

B. time card period 

C. consumer set, validation, approval, and transfer processing 
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D. layouts for reporting time 

Correct Answer: AD 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E51367_01/globalop_gs/FAUTL/F1471298AN1531B.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

A rule used in the production environment is delivering incorrect results. It was determined that the formula and template
were correct, but the rule input and output parameters were not set up with the correct values. 

Which option describes, at a high level, how should you resolve the issue? 

A. Set the WFM Administrator Profile Value: HWM_ALLOW_RULE_EDITS to "Yes". Delete the incorrect rule from the
rule set. From the Manage Time Repository Rules task, select the incorrect rule and select Actions ?Edit Deployed
Rule. Correct the input and output values. Re-add the corrected rule to the rule set using the appropriate edit options.
Resubmit the incorrect time cards. 

B. Set the WFM Administrator Profile Value: HWM_ALLOW_RULE_EDITS to "Yes". Edit the deployed Rule to correct
the input and output values. Resubmit the incorrect time cards. 

C. Delete the incorrect rule from the rule set. From the Manage Time Repository Rules task, select the incorrect rule
and select Actions ?Edit Deployed Rule. Correct the input and output values. Re-add the corrected rule to the rule set
using the appropriate edit options. Resubmit the incorrect time cards. 

D. Duplicate the incorrect Rule, and correct input and output values in the new rule. Update the rule set using the
appropriate edit options to use the new rule. Resubmit the incorrect time cards. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

How should you define a new, single attribute time card field with a new data source for the Project Costing Task time
attribute that is dependent on the Project Costing Project value selected? 

A. Define the new time card field as an independent time card field using a properly defined table value set as the new
data source. 

B. Define the new time card filed as a dependent time card field, using the new data source with a properly defined table
value set with the independent time card fields as the required Project Costing ? Expenditure Type time attribute. 

C. Define the new time card field by entering the correct parameters when running the Generate Time Card Fields
process. 

D. Only the delivered Project Costing Task time card field may be used in Cloud Time and Labor. 

E. Define the new Task time card filed as a dependent time card filed using the new data source with a properly defined
table value set, defined using the Dependent Field Definition page for the independent Project Costing ?Projects Time
Card Field. 

Correct Answer: E 
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